Easy merge of PDF files
I was scanning a booklet into PDF formatted files; but I
really only wanted one file and couldn’t remember how to make
the scanner do the work.
So I looked around and found this easy and free software:
PDFbinder (and downloaded it from CNET).
Wow it worked, it wasn’t intrusive to install, and it was
quick; all I had to do was adding the files I wanted to merge;
move them around into sequence and press “Bind” then tell it
the new name and where to save it.
That was all. Great stuff.

About Outlook.com

Outlook.com
introduces
the
sophisticated rules in webmail

most

The average person has 100+ emails in their inbox, and
receives 20+ emails (spam, junk, advertisements and many
unwanted email) each day. This can be a lot to handle, so
helping you get to the email you care about is one of
Microsoft’s top priorities.
Microsoft has released Advanced Rules and other features, all
to help you keep your inbox in top shape and make it even
easier to see the email that matters … more (from Microsoft)
This is from all Microsoft’s online accounts (Hotmail, Live &

Outlook)

Further progress moving to
another site host
There were some widgets missing that I had to find and
install.
I like the Image widget & and as you can see I found it.
I also wanted something for WordPress to automatic Tweet my
posts when published and
I think I might have found that one as well and this post will
prove if it works.
The last one I was after was for a friend who wanted a
horizontal scrolling feature for his pictures and or textboxes. I might have found it and will try to use it in a new
tab (page) for said.

